“Chaste” --The Missing Gender--The Missing Sexual Orientation
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“Feelings” now determine “gender”--which means that “you are what you feel you are.” Gender is no longer biologically and reproductively defined as the Oxford English Dictionary did for 500 years: male--the producer of sperm...female--the producer of eggs. Instead, almost all gender is now the emotional psychosocial presentation of one’s identity as the preferred way of masturbating--any way, any place, any time, with any other or anything. Resulting are now 53 "genders", no doubt to increase as other genital based novelties become so emotionalized and legalized [see Addendum]. However; “gender” must also include those identified as CHASTE: sexual privacy and naivety for developmental integrity of children/adolescents with traditionally married men and women committed to virginity before marriage and faithfulness thereafter. Chaste too is an absolute gender as currently understood, promoted, and needs legal protection from suppression, harassment and violence which occurs whenever other genders impose themselves.

Against chaste, genders are now taught detrimentally influencing suggestible youths immature and insecure in their biological development and psychosocial identity (chaste-phobia). Thus, educationally and informationally, gender options whenever offered must include chaste--which still is the most common gender for most lives, is the gender all are born with, and it offers the best childhood leading to a “best” adulthood and overall better life. Chaste offers the healthiest childhood and thus the healthiest adulthood. This should be common knowledge for everyone. (Actually, the sexualization of childhood is not merely the destruction of the definition of childhood but is the creation of post-traumatic stress disorders in the children so abused--violating the rights of the chaste is discrimination).

The most common "gender” cannot be overlooked or ignored: the chaste --those psychosocially committed to reproductive consistent sexual intercourse consistent with “Nature’s sexuality--which is between adult mature opposite-sexed members of the same species at a time consistent with reproduction”. In Nature, pheromones control sexuality as traditionally understood--granted that there are infrequent biochemical disorders and erratic exceptions consistent with the nuances of nature’s innumerable creatures. Regardless, the norms of Nature for sub-human animals are overwhelmingly limited to biochemically controlled sexual intercourse between adult and mature opposite-sexed members of the same species at a time consistent with reproduction (Got a cat?). It is obvious that animal species would not well survive without the species protecting limits of pheromone controlled sexuality. As Shakespeare noted: “Unnatural deeds do breed unnatural troubles”, something obvious in every example of human pollution, which now includes “gender”. In addition, it would be animal cruelty if current human gender metastases were also forced onto the animal kingdom by the current U.S. “established religion”, better known as the U.S. Supreme Court, as it continues to destroy the other learned professions: Medicine and Divinity.

On the other hand, the lack of biochemical pheromones for humans allows humans to have love which does what biochemical pheromones do--limits sexuality to the unity and procreation of marriage, now finally recognized to be the “psychosocial pheromone” for humans. If biochemical pheromones controlled human sex, there would be no love. Indeed, every human culture with love has adopted marriage-like limitations on sexuality--except now wherein gender is determined by masturbation preferences rather than genuine nature-based identity with one’s innate biology. Thus, today’s gender/genital manias presented as legal categories must include all people.
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and not just the emotional masturbators redefining themselves by political expertise and so-called "free press" advertising by gay cult controlled editors who are First Amendment frauds by printing only what they want you to think and do. Indeed, all categorizing or mentioning of gender must include the *chaste*--which encompasses most people for most of their lives, certainly during childhood, adolescence and traditional marriage. Chaste should always be listed first because it is most common, most developmentally sound and natural, and deserves equal rights and respect as all other genders (even in bathrooms). It just may be that to promote one "gender" is to discriminate against another "gender"--a contradictory outcome typical of all laws offered to regulate medical care, which is so changeable and complex that even medical textbooks are filled with exceptions and alternatives (It is irrational and impossible to regulate each brain’s trillion synapses, three billion neurons, thousands of interconnecting neuroregulatory systems, hundreds of neurochemicals, and millions of variable stimuli. Medical care is artful educated guessing and the law could better regulate the weather).

The *chaste* protect childhoods from adult sex and adult violence, avoiding the "yuk and work" of adulthood until sexual hormones are maturely present (Genuine pro-social developmentally intact “childhood” is love filled without adulteration). The *chaste* commit themselves by love to marriage, to unified personhood and to family integrity consistent with unition and procreation. The *chaste* have real (loving developmentally sound) childhoods undestroyed by press and media suggestibility and advertising for adult sex and adult violence. The *chaste* develop adulthood with occasional hormonal “wet dreams” (day and night) for nature based physiologic relief (a neologism of “sexcretion” is proposed) but with preservation of innocence and virginity (and not manic/obsession with genitals). The chaste understand the loss of dignity when exploited by those promoting sex so money can be made by doing abortions (Planned Parenthood school *chaste*-abusing sex ed programs). The chaste understand the loss of unity when fragmented by lesser human functioning ("jaculasis--squirting and sliming obsessions" from the gay cult). The *chaste* understand the loss of integrity when immorally treated ("Eight is too late" and anti-*chaste* "The Homosexual Manifesto" read to Congress in 1987 by the gay cult). The *chaste* understand the loss of identity when deviant unnatural sexuality is promoted (the need of street drugs by age 12 to “escape” from adulterated unchaste childhoods). The *chaste* understand the loss of spirituality when only the material life is embraced (as in pornography--Sigmund Freud pronounced and taught that “perversion” was anything other than traditional intercourse! Today’s “genders” do comprise what Freud called the “polymorphous perverse.”). The chaste understand the Catholic Mantra of “Life, Sacrifice, Virtue, Love, Humanity, Peace, Freedom, and Death without Fear”, knowing that unnatural sexuality can make you crazy--better to understand “why you are you” by repeating the Mantra over and over--which is the *chaste* gender.


*CHASTE* is the missing gender as "gender” is currently presented. All intellectually and emotionally honest people will promote and protect *chaste* because it is the healthiest gender for all. *Chaste* is not pollution. To describe genders without chaste is pollution.

Addendum: Soon to become a "gender" is "minor attraction"--what used to be known as “pedophilia.” Websites delicately induce and rationalize "sex with children" as a right for those needing such allegedly for their mental health and psychosocial identity, i.e., their gender. "Minor Attracted Persons (MAPs)” have already been genderized by university informally-affiliated groups such as B4UACT. Universities and physicians have not yet been compelled to do so by the contemptible U. S. Supreme Court pontificating another irrational contemptible law outside law’s area of professional expertise, i.e., denying the medical professions’ definition of disease as "chronic abnormal functioning of body organ or part" which can be applied to most genders today. Finally, the gay cult and ILLs (Incorrigible Liberal Loons) of our courts, press, and media are very effective Adolf Eichmanns (ala’ Nazi days) eager to convince the people that “evil is good” when politicized and legalized as “obedience to the law”. "Minor attracted gender” clearly falls into that category as can most other non-chaste
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"genders" imposed as the greatest pseudo-social delusion of all time. Meanwhile, *chaste* are the most ignored, suppressed, harassed, and discriminated against.